Long ago, in the magnificent mountains of Barlig, Mountain Province, Philippines, the Ifiallig would sit around the fires of the ator (council-house) to listen to tales of their hero-ancestors. Venerable storytellers (umu-ulok) recount these stories in the Finallig language. These stories (ub-ulok), handed down for many generations, serve as a record of their history, genealogy and cultural traditions.

Ifiallig society used to revolve around the stories told within the walls of the ator. The death of influential village elders, with no one to take their place, will inevitably extinguish Barlig’s orature, and along with this will vanish the beautiful stories that have given honor and value to the life of a people.

To rekindle the fires of the ator and to preserve Ifiallig orature, a retrieval and translation project of Ifiallig tales was conducted. In keeping with the times, the stories were converted to digital comic book (DVD) format with illustrations rendered by an Ifiallig artist Wrachelle Calderon Cablog, read in Filipino with English subtitles. As firewire technology is used to transport digital data from one machine to another, this project transports stories from the Ifiallig bonfires of the past to the children of the future.
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